
WINNING DIGITAL STRATEGIES
FOR ASSET MANAGERS

Marketing and servicing clients in financial services is 
challenging for a number of reasons. 

From Private Wealth to Asset Servicing, Kurtosys has 
a few pointers on how to build a winning strategy - 

and team - for your digital experience platform.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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ASSET MANAGERS
Choosing the Right CMS

The modern CMS is the digital marketer’s primary tool. The right one can 
enable enormous efficiencies in your organization, while the wrong one can 
stymy your firm’s ambitions.

When evaluating a new content management system, content should of 
course be king. A key priority should be an ability to develop new and 
engaging digital experiences without having to engage development 
resources. This means you can launch campaigns quickly and react to new 
investment ideas at the pace your business requires.

However, a modern financial CMS places equal importance on both 
compliance and content authoring requirements. In our experience, digital 
content moves at the pace of approvals in most organizations, and so 
it's critical when you choose a content management system that it both 
has a content approval process and that it can be tailored to match your 
organization’s needs. Finally, ensure that when publishing content to 
multiple regional sites (if you have them) that the compliance module can 
cope with and understand the differences. This will mean you don't have to 
duplicate work for your compliance team.

Don’t stop there though. Remember that for most US based managers, and 
for those in other parts of the world who want to give themselves some 
extra regulatory insulation, audit logging of all digital content is another 
critical need in your CMS (SEC 17a-4). Make sure that everything from your 
blogs to your KIIDS are tracked once published to the web and can be 
retrieved in a reasonable period of time.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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measure what you treasure

One of the things we encourage our customers to do is to think about 
how their digital experience platform will participate in decision making 
within their organizations as their digital presence grows. It is sometimes 
an omitted component of digital strategy, but the fact remains that your 
websites, portals, and associated digital points of presence are unmatched 
listening devices for informing your product strategy and client interactions.

The low hanging fruit is to choose and implement a marketing automation 
system such as Pardot, Eloqua or Marketo. These systems are well known 
for their ability to drip new content to your customers over time, but we 
think their scoring and tracking capabilities and their integration with your 
CRM are much more interesting. You should, at a minimum, be looking to 
tie back your investors' web activity to your product ranges, and putting 
that intelligence in the hands of your sales team.

The next step is to start to create engaging gated content and tools to 
encourage your investors to register with you. This will help you to learn 
more about them.

Of course a good grasp of basic analytics is table stakes, and we always 
recommend that our customers implement Google Analytics using Google 
Tag Manager, which can help in applying intelligence tagging to your site 
statistics, which can be used to divide macro investor trends, such as 
product interests by segment.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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Prioritize the investor 
experience

A term we use more and more is investor experience. There is a tendency 
when doing a digital build to engage an agency to rebrand, redesign, and 
rethink a manager’s digital presence, but we find too much emphasis is 
placed upon how things will look, and not enough on how they will function 
for your investors.

For example, what do your advisers want when they come to your site? 
Your portal? In our experience the adviser needs a manager’s site to 
function much more like a sophisticated web application, enabling them to 
save preferences and automate the download of key product information.

Engaging end investors in UX exercises can be challenging – often because 
a marketing team can feel unempowered to reach out to their investors 
and ask them to engage in something as potentially long winded as a card 
sorting exercise, but there are tools available to do this digitally and get that 
level of insight. Working with your sales team can be a great proxy for these 
constituents too, and we find engaging them early pays dividends later on.

This also needs to be an ongoing process and needs to be informed by raw 
data. Consider more in depth analytics tools tied to key user actions on your 
fund explorers, product pages, and advanced data tools to find out whether 
investors' actions back up their words.

Finally, don’t forget to prototype and ‘dogfood’ your site designs before 
you move forward with them. Ensure your agency takes the time to build 
your wireframes out to a deep enough level that you can talk stakeholders 
through the investor journey in detail. Failure to do this can cost time later 
on when gaps in the process are found. We think a good middle ground is 
to use tools such as inVision or even Balsamiq to map site journeys – and 
the great part is that once you have designs, you can build these journeys 
out yourself.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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Clean data is your bedrock

It is an unavoidable truth that most financial services sites are 90% data 
and 10% content. Indeed we observe an outsized amount of effort being 
expended on getting product pages and data displays compliant when new 
sites and portals are launched. And, of course, when we say data we mean 
documents too.

We recommend that your UAT plan for data documents is signed off before 
you start your build. Data compliance breaches are the most common 
reason for sites not going live on time and are entirely preventable by 
documenting detailed data rules ahead of time, assigning correct disclaimer 
mappings, and having these pre-vetted by your compliance team – they’ll 
love you because you involved them early in the process.

We find this is also another great area to employ wireframing tools; by 
mapping out the exact layouts for each product type or asset class variation 
you can give your compliance team much greater comfort earlier on and 
remove any ambiguity as to how disclaimers will be shown or attributed to 
data.

On an ongoing basis data quality is important too, as well as being able to 
evidence how breaches were managed.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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Alternative investors
Increase transparency through 
digital automation

One of the most common complaints leveled at alternative managers is a 
lack of transparency, but a good digital strategy can counteract that. Your 
investors will appreciate whatever transparency you give them if it reaches 
them quickly, and if it’s in a form that they can use in their downstream 
processes.

We suggest swapping your manual monthly reporting cycle for instant data 
delivery via a branded secure portal, replacing manual print factsheets 
with digital product pages that print straight to PDF. This will relieve your 
Investor Relations team of a highly manual process and allow you to report 
on NAV changes as often as you cut them.

Enable your investors' own 
reporting cycle

When your reports land with your investors at the start of the month, most 
of them start upon a week long cycle of copying and pasting your data into 
their master reports, alongside similar sets of data from other managers. 
The first thing you can do to help here is by alerting them the moment your 
reports become available, and by letting your investors control how often 
they receive those alerts.

Second, you can make your datasets available as dynamic configurable 
reports. This will allow your clients to lay data out the way that most 
closely fits their own internal models, and by allowing excel downloads, will 
circumvent at least part of their pain with data transcription.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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Don’t neglect your public image

Most alternative managers shy away from spending on their public 
digital presence, a fact not helped by regulations that restrict their public 
marketing activities in most jurisdictions.

However, a good public site can help showcase other aspects of your firm to 
investors, such as its depth of expertise and human capital. A great example 
of this is Bridgewater Associates.

Nurture your prospects

Portals can streamline your prospect on-boarding and validation process, 
and allow you to gain vital insights into their attitudes towards your 
products. We recommend that prospects are given progressively deeper 
views of the fund data at different stages of the sales cycle, and that all 
interactions are tracked via a marketing automation tool.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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private wealth 
managers
What is happening to “wealth”?

Wealth Management is generally regarded as one of the “laggards” within 
the financial services sector when it comes to digital evolution, but the 
industry is now having to reimagine itself. The next 10 years will see the 
biggest transfer of wealth (through inheritance) in the history of humanity. 
Coupled with the rising mass affluent population, private wealth services 
are no longer the preserve of the super rich.

It is not so much the so called “millennial” generation that is forcing the 
need for digitisation, but more so the opportunity presented to wealth firms 
who are able to use digital to capture the significant growth of the industry 
and deliver profits whilst servicing more clients with better, more efficient 
business models.

The business model challenge

The challenge for private wealth firms, from the small single geographic 
segment boutiques through to the international private banks, is how you 
get to a sustainable size of business with a client service model that justifies 
an increasingly transparent fee model. AUM scaling and client service 
models are becoming the name of the game. Also, the distribution models 
for many firms are beginning to drive market positioning.

Firms are having to decide if they are truly “advisers” or whether they are 
investment managers supporting advisers, leaving the landscape of the 
remaining integrated firms to rethink the process against a backdrop of 
the many forms of “best advice” permeating through the local regulatory 
frameworks.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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Digital is great – but what about 
the personal touch?

There are clear “digital” paths in the wealth industry that marketing 
and client services executives are now having to consider. Whether the 
customer is an adviser or an end client, the digital business model will serve 
to provide a richer, more immediate customer experience. It will enable 
marketers and client service groups to converge their faculties into a single 
unified experience for clients to receive and submit important documents, 
view client reporting and securely message with their relationship manager. 
This will undoubtedly save costs but also allow for the scaling and servicing 
of many more clients.

But what about the human touch? At Kurtosys we believe the winners in 
the wealth management industry will be those firms who embrace digital, 
but also use digital to power the effectiveness of the Relationship Manager 
and their supporting teams. The roles for these individuals is modifying too. 
Clients want to speak on the phone (or via video) more. Clients want RMs 
to travel to them for face-to-face meetings. Clients need to talk to experts 
at the drop of a hat. We believe that with the right digital strategy, one 
which combines and re-energises the experience of the end client and the 
Relationship Managers, is a model that will prevail.

What’s the strategy?

The winning firms need to carefully map out the digital processes that can 
interoperate to give both the end client and the RMs a modern, scalable 
experience. Using a mobile and desktop enabled ecosystem with deep 
integration into CRM systems provides the necessary record keeping and 
client history that facilitates sound advice and transparent communication.

A compliant set of tools is needed to help end clients feel empowered 
without losing the tremendous value of having a trusted human advisor. 
An ability for end clients to declare their digital satisfaction by opting-out of 

antiquated paper processes from client reporting to consent management 
is paramount. We believe at Kurtosys that a single unified digital strategy 
can be constructed for wealth firms of all sizes. It just takes the know-how 
and experience.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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asset servicers
Asset Servicing – at the 
crossroads

Asset Servicing is a scale game and in a relatively low margin industry, 
the more Assets under Administration, the more likely the odds of asset 
servicing firms delivering profitability. This doesn’t bode well for the smaller 
niche firms, especially those operating in the alternatives industry. These 
firms will only survive through exceptional client service and relationship 
management, but there is only so much a traditional approach to client 
management in the asset servicing industry can go.

Ultimately, these firms need to become more scalable businesses with less 
people, instead of over relying on the “relationship” with the asset manager. 
There is hope however for the industry, including niche players, to mitigate 
against an eroding business model – Digitalization. Custodians, Transfer 
Agents, Third Party Administrators, Collateral Managers and Investment 
Management Outsourcers are characterised by ageing systems, processes 
and business models.

They have developed their business by bolting together antiquated systems 
and custom developments, to the point where the cost of running these 
processes is now a very real problem that is percolating through the 
“system” and into the line of sight of the investment industry, through 
increasing scrutiny over administrative fees.

Drawing ideas from retail 
banking

Analogous to retail banking, where so-called Challenger Banks are 
disrupting the established banking brands through platforms that embrace 
digital thinking and the “API economy”, the asset servicing industry needs to 
think along similar lines.

There is a real opportunity to de-clutter processes and systems and rethink 
the asset manager and investor experience. This will drive efficiencies to the 
customers of asset servicing firms who are increasingly demanding lower 
fees, such that these savings can be passed on to investors through low 
management charges. 

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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Modifying the approach

At Kurtosys, we believe that the asset servicing firms need to alter their 
engagement model with their customers and behave more like platform 
businesses, as opposed to IT systems providers. This means not only 
“sorting out the plumbing” but significantly changing the client engagement 
process through the provision of a unified, multi-service digital portal 
experience that customers can call on as their personalised venue for the 
variety of service they have procured.

What’s the client service 
strategy?

The firms that will thrive will be the ones who rethink their existing “web 
portals” at a time where most are coming to an end. The next generation of 
portals will not only provide dynamic aggregated and self serve reporting, 
but also provide the asset managers with tools to support end investors. 
Execution and cash management services need to be integrated into these 
portals through a unified experience so that customers have the feeling 
they are working with a service driven, well honed platform as opposed to a 
complex amalgamation of services and people.

The integration of video and educational tools will help managers get 
more value from their administrative partners and allow these partners to 
demonstrate more than just being a tail-end service. There has never been 
a better time for asset servicing firms to reimagine what a “portal” is and 
how they can leverage technology and know-how to map a digital vision for 
the next decade and beyond.

http://www.kurtosys.com/
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Technologists
Don’t be constrained by your 
skillset

Most financial institutions retain Java and C# based development teams, 
and there is a temptation to choose a CMS that fits existing skill. In our 
experience, its better to choose a purpose built and widely used content 
focused CMS than to choose a niche ‘enterprise’ offering.

The amount of modules available to you through open source and the 
amount of resources will far outweigh any productivity gains you receive 
from building on a closed platform in a language you know.

Don’t reinvent the wheel

Most requirements your marketing team will bring to you will be solved 
already by a commercial solution with an available API. Marketing 
automation, SEO, and analytics are all commercially available from vendors 
that support the level of security and encryption standards required by 
banks.

Solving the product data and document syndication challenge will allow 
your team to focus on building great tools, or even leverage a set of 
standard modules that can be integrated with your own in-house CMS with 
two lines of code.

Change the conversation

We feel that technology teams have a key role to play in changing how 
financial services firms are viewed in the world. By enabling marketing and 
client services teams to leverage the best of breed solutions in the market, 
while bringing to bear the deep domain knowledge of their organizations, 
they can create solutions that are much more valuable than the sum of 
their parts.

The end game needs to be about automation, efficiency, and with the 
correct digital strategy around integrating marketing and sales, the 
attraction and retention of new AUM for the firm.

http://www.kurtosys.com/


ABOUT Kurtosys

Kurtosys provides a unique Enterprise Content Management system for 

financial services firms.  The Kurtosys platform enables marketing, sales, 

client service and operational departments to orchestrate all of their financial 

data, documents, websites and content in a secure environment. Trusted 

by the world’s leading investment brands, our platform enables financial 

institutions to automate manual processes, mitigate risks and reduce costs.

Kurtosys solutions include secure websites, interactive data tools, automated 

factsheets, secure portals and document libraries.

Our infrastructure and technology are underpinned by our global ISO-27001 

certification in information security management; and we have a deep 

understanding of working at scale with data, information design, industry 

regulations and compliance issues.

Founded in 2002, Kurtosys was funded from Silicon Valley investment and 

now operates across four global offices and employs over 175 talented 

people. We work with some of the world’s largest financial brands that 

include banks, wealth managers, mutual fund providers and alternative 

investments.
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